THE FIRST FULLY AUTOMATIC PERFORATING SYSTEM
Easy to implement. Easy to learn. Easier to use.

Wellmatics has changed what is expected of a gun system by providing one that is
delivered to the wellsite ready to go. Simply take it out of the box, screw one end of
the gun to the other, and the PHIRE REFLEX system takes care of the rest; with its patent
pending, self-arming mechanism. This fully disposal system, that is brand new with
each use, has no redress or reused parts eliminating human error at the wellsite.

ADVANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
3.25 in.

DIAMETERS
SHOT PHASING

0°

60°

90°

SHOT DENSITY
PRESSURE RATING

120°

180°

Customizable
20,000 PSI

THE WELLMATICS DIFFERENCE
Having a proven perforating gun system can make or break your
success at the wellsite. Beat the challenges of logistics, personnel, and
consistent service quality with PHIRE REFLEX. Automatic functionality
allows streamlined operations that transports easily, is simple to
manage while in use, and replicates success from crew to crew.
Shaped charge up to 30 grams
Available in RDX / HMX
Replaces the need for separate 3.125" and 3.375" systems
Gun Swell less than 3.5" any phasing or length
Available in 1-18 shots per gun

Every PHIRE REFLEX gun undergoes
a rigorous quality control process
within our state-of-the-art facility
prior to being delivered to your
wellsite utilizing the following:
AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY

FEATURES

MAXIMUM RELIABILITY

Utilizing cutting edge machine learning, every assembly is inspected

AUTOMATED ASSEMBLY

Delivered fully assembled, including all explosive components

PRECISION PERFORMANCE
Repeatability regardless of crew experience

AUTOMATIC ARMING

Simply screw the guns together and the system automatically arms

FULLY DISPOSABLE
Brand new with each use & no redress

REDUCES HSE EXPOSURE
Lighter, shorter, and safer manual handling for all crews

RF SAFE

3rd Party RF Safe certiﬁed

APPLICATIONS
Multistage, Multiwell Completions
Horizontal and Vertical Wells in Unconventional Plays

X-RAY TECHNOLOGY
VISUAL CAMERA INSPECTION
QR CODE – TRACEABILITY
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MACHINE LEARNING

Limited-Entry Designs
High-Efﬁciency Wellsite Completions
Oriented Perforating Well Completions

PHIRE REFLEX is compliant with all
API and DOT specifications to drive
safer, more efficient operations
while removing people from
the wellsite.
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